We report efficient random lasing in a ground powder of a novel solid-state material based on silica gel containing SiO 2 nanoparticles embedding rhodamine 6G (Rh6G) dye. Basic properties of random lasing such as emission kinetics, emission spectrum, and threshold of stimulated emission are investigated by using real-time spectroscopy. The laser-like emission dynamics can be accurately described by a light diffusive propagation model. The device behavior is close to a conventional ultrafast Q-switched laser, which is an interesting fact aimed to further applications.
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Introduction
Light amplification in locally inhomogeneous dielectric materials is a fascinating topic that gathers fundamental aspects of both classical and quantum optics together. In 1967, Letokhov theoretically predicted the possibility of generating laser-like emission starting from scattering particles with negative absorption, the so-called random or powder laser, in which the feedback mechanism is provided by disordered-induced light scattering due to the spatial inhomogeneity of the medium [1] . The general spectral signatures of random lasing are an overall narrowing of the emission spectrum, a threshold behavior, and the eventual presence of narrow spikes in the emission spectrum. Experiments by Cao and co-workers revealed for the first time the presence of these spikes in the emission spectrum of zinc oxide powders [2] the origin of which, also observed later in other materials [3, 4] , is still under discussion [5] [6] [7] [8] .
In any case, the specific feedback mechanism and behavior of a given system depend on its particular nature and morphology [9, 10] . A detailed discussion about the physics of random lasers can be found in a recent publication by Wiersma [8] . The first experiments on random lasers around 1986 promoted a remarkable scientific activity in the following years when different kinds of random lasers were proposed and studied such as: neodymium, liquid dye, polymer, and ZnO based random lasers, as well as electron-beam-pumped random lasers, liquid crystal random lasers, random lasing in human tissues, etc [8-10 and references therein]. In spite of the large variety of materials and morphologies studied, random lasers are still of little practical use and lack of a satisfactory theoretical understanding. The reason could be the high degree of complexity in obtaining the required feedback which can be achieved either by the randomly dispersed scatterers or by the medium surrounding them. Moreover, the huge variety of possible dielectric properties of both media and the different packing densities which may occur, make it difficult to study all the systems with a unique theoretical treatment [11] [12] [13] [14] . On the other hand, in order to deal with results from different experiments, much care is needed to avoid and/or to take into account the influence of the experimental conditions on the system studied, in particular, the precise way in which the sample is excited and light emission collected, as well as the influence of the boundaries imposed by the sample holder [15, 16] . Unfortunately, there are only a few time-resolved random laser experiments in which all these issues are considered as well as measurements performed both in the spectral and time domains [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] . Moreover, within the class of dye random lasers, only a few have been conducted by embedding the dye in a solid host [22, [24] [25] [26] [27] . Keeping all these facts in mind, we present in this article a detailed real-time spectroscopic study of a new solid-state random laser based on ground powder made of silica gel containing SiO 2 nanoparticles embedding Rh6G dye. This solid-state system has a quenched disorder contrarily to liquid dye random lasers, where the organic laser dyes and external scattering particles lie in an inert matrix (solvent). Moreover, in our system the dye is embedded in the bulk of the nanoparticles and not at their surface as in the case of dye doped opals. On the other hand, in such an active ground powder the amount of scattering can be easily varied by changing the particle size in the grinding process. The main aim of this work is to show that the experimental behavior of this new developed solid-state random laser (with non-resonant feedback), can be accurately studied by using ultrafast time-resolved spectroscopy and its emission dynamics adequately explained by using a simplified rate equation-diffusion model. The temporal analysis of the light emitted above threshold by this solid-state random laser clearly suggests a behavior which is similar to a laser device working in a Q-switch-like regime. Our findings could be of much interest in the understanding of results obtained from other solid-state random lasers as well as for the development of new systems operating within the diffusive approximation.
Experimental

Sample preparation
The laser sample consisting of rhodamine 6G doped silica particles embedded in a silica matrix was prepared via the sol-gel method [28] in a two-step procedure. In a first stage, the Rh6G doped SiO 2 nanoparticles are synthesized. The particles are then dispersed in a silica matrix to obtain the final laser material. A detailed description of the preparation procedure is given below and schematized in Fig. 1 . The fluorescent nanoparticles were prepared by dissolving rhodamine 6G in ethanol (6.6x10 -3 M) and the subsequent addition of tetraethoxysilane (TEOS) to obtain a Rh6G/TEOS ratio of 0.022. The solution was stirred prior to the addition of 1M ammonia solution (ammonia/Si = 0.174). The resulting mixture was vigorously stirred for one hour, and then 10 mL of 0.269M TEOS in ethanol solution were added to 17 mL of the previously prepared solution, followed by the addition of 3.8 mL of 0.206M ammonia solution. The solution was allowed to hydrolyze under vigorous stirring and then stabilized for the precipitation of the Rh6G doped SiO 2 nanoparticles. After separation from the supernatant liquid and drying, the dye-doped particles were ready for the next step of the procedure. The measured concentration of Rh6G in the particles was 3.1 wt%.
For the preparation of the doped silica gel, 2 wt% of the previously prepared Rh6G-SiO 2 nanoparticles were dispersed in ormosil sols to form the fluorescent particles doped hybrid gel, which was finally dried at 50 ºC for two weeks. In order to obtain ground powder out of the silica gel containing 2% Rh6G-SiO 2 nanoparticles, a mixer mill (Retsch MM200) was employed during 4 min. The polydispersity of the measured powder was evaluated from Scanning Electron Microscopy. The particle size was estimated from the average between the major and minor axis lengths of the grains. The histogram of the particle size was fitted to a log-normal function and an average powder size of 3 ± 1.2 μ m was obtained. The resulting powder was compacted in a 6 mm high cylindrical quartz cell for handling ease and optical characterization. The volume filling factor of the powder material (f = 0.43) was calculated by measuring sample volume and weight. Thickness dependence of diffuse transmittance was evaluated in order to experimentally determine the transport mean free path (l t ) of the ground powder [29, 30] . The absolute diffuse transmittance spectra of the ground powder with less than 500 μ m sample thickness were measured in a Cary 5 spectrometer with an integrated sphere assembly. On-axis transmission measurements of those samples with a larger thickness (up to 2.5 mm) were performed by exciting with a diode laser at 656 nm. In this case, the transmitted light was detected by using a photomultiplier (Hamamatsu R928) connected to a lock-in amplifier (EG&G Princeton Applied Research 5210). The estimated value of l t was 9.5 ± 0.5 μm for a wavelength of 656 nm.
Experimental techniques
The spectral and temporal measurements were performed at room temperature in a backscattering arrangement by using the frequency doubled output (532 nm) of a 10 Hz, Qswitched Nd: YAG laser (Continuum PY61C-10) as the excitation source (see Fig. 2 ). The pump pulse duration was 40 ps. The laser excitation energy was attenuated from 1.5 mJ/pulse to 5 μ J/pulse with a pair of polarizers and measured with an energy meter (OPHIR PE10). The laser beam was impinged on the sample at normal incidence with a spot size of 2 mm after reflection from a dicroic mirror. Ground powder was compacted in a 6 mm height cylindrical cuvette with no front cell window. This sample holder has a diameter size larger than the incident laser spot (6 mm and 2 mm, respectively). The emission from the free sample surface was collected along the backward direction of the incident pump beam with an optical fiber by use of two lenses (see Fig. 2 ). This geometry, also used to perform temporal measurements, is particularly useful to reduce reflection effects of the pump and emitted radiation in the cuvette walls. A long-pass filter (Semrock LP532) was used to remove light at the pump frequency. In the spectral measurements, the emitted light was dispersed by a 0.5 m imaging spectrograph (Chromex 500is) equipped with three gratings of 150, 300, and 600 grooves/mm with spectral resolutions of 0.6, 0.3, and 0.15 nm, respectively. In the present work, a 150 grooves/mm grating blazed at 800 nm and a gated intensified CCD camera (Stanford Computer Optics, Inc. 4 Picos) were used. This camera allows time-resolved detection of luminescence with exposure times down to 200 ps and variable delays after excitation. Time reference was provided by a fast photodiode which monitored a small fraction of the incident laser beam. Temporal measurements were recorded by coupling the optical fiber with a fast phototodiode (Thorlabs SUV7-FC) connected to a 13 GHz bandwidth digital oscilloscope (Agilent Infiniium DSA91304A). In this case, the temporal response was limited by the 100 ps detector resolution.
Theoretical background
Light propagation in ground powder of silica gel containing 2% Rh6G-SiO 2 nanoparticles can be described by the model of light diffusion which was proposed to be applied to random lasers in the pioneering work by Letokhov in 1968 [31] . The average particle size of our ground powder provides mean free paths in the scattering medium which are much larger than the wavelength (l t = 9.5 μ m at 656 nm) and, consequently, the condition for the diffusion approximation is satisfied (λ << l t << L, where L is the scattering sample thickness). This approximation has been conscientiously tested and its validity has been proven for the description of light transport [32, 33] . Moreover, it has been successfully used to analyze the behavior of several random lasers [11, 12, 21, 34, 35] .
At the pump and emission wavelengths (λ p = 532 nm and λ e = 598 nm respectively), the generalized time-dependent random laser equations describing our system are: . β is the fraction of spontaneous emission contributing to the laser process. The volume fraction occupied by the scatterers, f, has been included into the equations to take into account the effective part of the light density which penetrates inside the particles. This effect is not considered in most of the laser equations under the diffusion approximation given in the literature [12, 35, 36] but it must be regarded in order to explain the dependence of random laser threshold and efficiency on volume filling factor. Note that no reabsorption terms have been included in equations (1)- (3) due to the negligible absorption at the emission wavelength (598 nm). The source of diffuse radiation, p(z,t), is a Gaussian pulse incoming the sample in the z direction which is extinguished (scattered and absorbed) along the scattering path:
Here, j 0 is the incident light intensity, t peak is the time at which the pump pulse is maximum at the sample surface and Δ is its length half width at half maximum.
For a slab geometry in the x-y plane, the boundary conditions are 
Results and discussion
We report experimental and theoretical studies of the laser-like effects of a novel organicinorganic hybrid material consisting of Rh6G doped SiO 2 nanoparticles embedded in a SiO 2 gel matrix. The bulk matrix is transparent at daylight, due to the rather small refractive-index mismatch between the silica gel and the Rh6G-SiO 2 nanoparticles (~10 nm diameter) so a small scattering effect is expected. Nevertheless, random laser phenomenon is possible in the opaque ground powder of this hybrid nanocomposite. As it will be shown in the following, the dye doped silica gel powder acts as an efficient enough light scatter in the spectral range of the Rh6G optical gain. Note that in contrast to conventional liquid dye random lasers [17, 20, 37] , no passive scatterers are required to achieve laser-like emission in our scattering active medium.
Time-resolved spectroscopies
In order to study the effect of multiple scattering on the light emitted by our silica gel containing 2% Rh6G-SiO 2 nanoparticles, spectral and temporal characteristics such as linewidth and threshold behaviors were investigated in a backscattering arrangement, both in the bulk matrix and in the resulting ground powder. Within the first set of experiments we studied the spectral characteristics of their emissions after picosecond optical pumping in single shot measurements. The emission spectra evolution for the bulk matrix and the ground powder is shown as a function of the pump pulse energy in Figs. 3a and 3b . In both cases, at low excitation energies, the emission spectra show the typical broad fluorescence band of Rh6G centered at 616 nm. However, in the ground powder sample as the pump energy is increased, a gain-narrowed peak rises centered at 598 nm (see right inset of Fig. 3(b) ). At sufficiently high energies, only the gain-narrowed peak survives whereas the broad tails of the photoluminescence are completely suppressed. Left inset of Fig. 3(a) ). It is also worth mentioning the blueshift found in the stimulated emission peak of our ground powder sample at high pump pulse energies in comparison with the spontaneous emission band of Rh6G in the silica matrix (right inset of Fig. 3(b) ). This spectral feature of the emission has been also previously observed in dye solutions with scatterers [17, 20] and has been attributed to a change in the distribution of population of the excited state [10] .
To obtain a detailed insight into the emission dynamics of our ground powder, timeresolved spectroscopy measurements were carried out around and above threshold for spectral narrowing. Figure 4(a) shows the emission spectra of the ground powder measured with a gate width of 200 ps and variable delays after excitation with 27.8 μ J single shot pulses. This pump pulse energy is close to the laser threshold (around 24 μ J/pulse) above which a suddenly drop of the spectral linewidth is observed (see inset of Fig. 3(b) ). Note that time-resolved spectroscopy is the only experimental technique which allows us to separate the narrow laserlike contribution to the emission spectrum from the spontaneous emission present when exciting around the threshold. This is possible due to the different characteristic time scales involved in both processes. Figure 4 (a) evidences that emission dynamics of stimulated emission is faster than that of photoluminescence.
Stimulated emission, with a maximum net gain in a narrow spectral region around 598 nm appears at the shortest time exposure and delays. At longer time delays, a broader and weaker emission band is observed (see inset of Fig. 4(a) ). Both emission features are clear fingerprints of the photoluminescence contribution to the emission spectrum and show the slow response of the atomic system if compared to light transport [32] . Spontaneous emission is completely suppressed above a time delay of 1.8 ns which is in agreement with the measured lifetime of Rh6G in the bulk silica gel at low excitation energies (1.65 ns). On the other hand, Fig. 4(b) presents the emission spectra of this sample obtained by exciting above threshold at 450 μ J/pulse. At this pump energy the emission results mainly from stimulated processes and no pulsewidth variation was thus observed as a function of time delay (see inset Fig. 4(b) ). Above 0.8 ns no emission light was detected. The temporal bandwidth in which the stimulated emission spectra are observed is broader than the one found in the subsequently described temporal measurements. The reason is the temporal performance of the pico-camera (with a minimum gate width of 200 ps). It is also worthy to notice that the time delay at which the stimulated emission appears becomes shorter as pump energy is increased. The temporal characteristics of the pulse emitted from the silica gel containing 2% Rh6G-SiO 2 nanoparticles were also investigated by single shot measurements. Figures 5(a) and 5(b) show the time profiles of the emission decay for the bulk matrix and the ground powder as a function of the pump pulse energy. In the former case, the emission is mainly spontaneous, resulting in an output pulse duration limited by the natural lifetime of the Rh6G dye in the silica host. This explains the almost constant full width at half maximum (FWHM) of the time profile, depicted in the inset of Fig. 5(a) , as pump energy was increased. In contrast, a marked shortening of the output pulse upon crossing the threshold is observed in the ground powder. μ J/pulse. Note the different time scale in this case. The wavy structure of the temporal profiles is due to the typical response of the fast photodiode used in the experimental set-up. Left insets: FWHM of the respective time profiles as a function of the pump energy. Note that in the powder sample the width of the temporal profiles is reduced down to 100 ps which corresponds to the actual detector system resolution.
Right inset of Fig. 5(b) shows the corresponding time profiles up to 14 μ J/pulse energy, below the onset of laser-like action, where the emission exhibits the characteristic nanosecond decay profile of the Rh6G spontaneous emission. When the pump pulse energy is beyond the threshold level, the pulse profile becomes strongly shortened to a pulse in the subnanosecond range (see Fig. 5(b) and notice that time scale ranges from 0 to 4 ns). Left inset of Fig. 5(b) shows the resulting sharp FWHM drop of the output pulse as a function of pump energy. This figure evidences that the pulse duration was reduced down to around 100 ps which is the actual time resolution of the detector we used to perform these temporal measurements. Note that the 40 ps excitation pulses give also the same time-width, so it is rather possible that our real temporal width be much narrower. As a matter of fact, studies on liquid dye and polymer sheet random lasers have given emission pulses as short as 50 ps [22] or even less [20, 21] .
As a conclusion, the experimental data presented in Figs. 3(b) and 5(b) clearly show parallel behaviors in spectral and time domains as a function of the pumping energy, demonstrating that: (1) Below the threshold energy, the ground powder of the silica gel containing 2% Rh6G-SiO 2 nanoparticles exhibits the same emission features as the bulk matrix. (2) On the contrary, above threshold the spectral and temporal narrowing only occurs in the ground powder. (3) It is worthy to notice that spikes were not observed in the single shot emission spectra of the ground powder at high pump pulse energies even when using the grating with the best spectral resolution (0.15 nm). This experimental fact could indicate that no light path inside the sample has enough gain for spikes to occur.
Finally, a good photostability under VIS laser pulse irradiation was proven by using 100 μ J pump pulse energy. Almost no change in the integrated emission intensity was observed after an irradiation time of two hours.
Modeling
The theoretical calculations on light diffusion with amplification have been performed by using the laser model described in Sec. , n eff = 1.16, f = 0.43 and t peak = 120 ps and Δ = 20 ps. The effective refractive index has been calculated by using the MaxwellGarnet theory. The mean free paths at the required wavelengths (λ p = 532 nm and λ e = 598 nm) have been calculated by using the Mie theory for spheres in the independent-scatterer approximation with a diameter equal to the averaged mean particle size (φ = 3 μm). In spite of the fact that this material can be closely-packed, the effect of the spatial correlations on scattering and absorption processes can be neglected [29] . The obtained values for the mean free paths are: l s = 2 μm, l t = 8.9 μm, l abs = 21.6 μm, l * = 2.0 μm at 532 nm, and l t = 9 μm at 598 nm. The value for l t calculated from this theory at 656 nm agrees with the one experimentally obtained from the dependence on the sample thickness of the diffuse transmittance. This proves the Mie theory is reliable in order to predict the mean free paths in our scattering medium. The average internal reflectivities of the sample have been estimated from the Fresnel reflection coefficients by using the effective refractive index of the random system [29,30] (r 0 = 0.24 and r L = 0.3). Figure 6 shows the excited-state populations (blue curves) and the temporal profiles of the emitted light (red lines) obtained as a function of the pump pulse energy. As it was expected, a dramatic pulse shortening is obtained when the excitation energy is increased. Note that in this case, the time scale ranges from 0 to just 0.4 ns. The right inset of Fig. 6 depicts the corresponding excited-state populations and time profiles obtained up to 36.5 μ J/pulse energy. In the left inset of Fig. 6 the pulse duration predicted by our model is plotted against the excitation energy. The change in FWHM with pump energy, from 1.31 ns to 12 ps, can be reliably used to theoretically determine the threshold energy where narrowing takes place [22, 36] , leading to a theoretical threshold of 24 μ J/pulse. Figure 7 (a) compares the theoretically predicted pulse shortening (left inset of Fig. 6 ) with the experimentally determined one in the ground powder (left inset of Fig. 5(b) ). In the latter, error bars are also included. Although the experimental pulse width is limited by the actual time resolution of the detector, and, therefore a larger experimental pulse duration is obtained at high energies, the FWHM collapses around the same energy value in both cases. The slightly broader experimental output pulses measured below threshold may be due to reabsorption of the emitted light. It is worthy to mention that the build-up of the laser-like emitted pulse can be interpreted in the framework of ordinary Q-switch laser theory account taken of the formal similarity between our "laser equations" (see Sec. 3) A "cavity" decay time τ c = 1/γ c of 5.5 ps is thus obtained for our system. This value is close to the one given by the Q-switch theory, 6.4 ps, obtained from the time-dependence of N around the threshold and the output pulse width [38] (see Fig. 6 ). Figure 7 (b) shows the integrated intensity of the output pulses measured as a function of the input pump energy in the ground powder (red dots). A laser threshold around 24 μ J/pulse is clearly observed from the linear fit of the experimental data. This value is in good agreement with the theoretical estimation of the laser threshold given above. The solid curve in Fig. 7(b) results from numerical integrations of the theoretical temporal profiles for β = 0.5 (blue line). In the theoretical model, β is the fraction of spontaneous emission contributing to the laser process and describes the sharpness of the laser threshold. Note that the theoretically calculated input-output curve perfectly follows the experimental behavior of our ground powder (red dots, Fig. 7(b) ). 
Conclusions
We have presented a detailed experimental study of the emission dynamics in a novel solidstate random laser fabricated by the sol-gel technique. This laser system based on scattering gain media is obtained by grinding a silica gel containing 2% Rh6G-SiO 2 nanoparticles. Random laser-like effects such as spectral narrowing, emission intensity increase, and pulse shortening have been observed for the first time in ground powder of such kind of organicinorganic nanocomposites above 24 μ J/pump pulse. We have clearly demonstrated that within diffusive conditions of light propagation, a laser model with feedback provided by the ground powder is able to describe the laser-like emission features successfully. In particular, both good qualitative and quantitative agreements between the experimental and theoretical results are obtained for the pulse duration collapse and laser threshold. The behavior of our system is close to a classical Q-switched laser under ultrashort pump.
Based on the ease of material fabrication, processability, and good photostability, we believe that the present hybrid disordered material opens up the possibility of using a dye doped powder as an alternative source for a photonic device utilizing random lasing phenomenon.
